Particular design approaches must be taught in order to take advantage of the strengths of computers in design rather than attempting to make computers conform to methods developed as byproducts of manual design techniques. For the last three years our team of faculty teaching the second year design studio has been trying different approaches to the use of computers in design, in order to find the advantages and opportunities especially suited to electronic media.

There are several projects during the semester which use computers at different stages of the design process. One of these projects, called “A Spatial Sequence,” uses information from a previous project as well as the knowledge from the computer class in parallel to design studio. The project asked students to create spatial archetypes based on the work of well-known architects. They explore the following topics as represented in the work of one particular architect: relationships of major spaces/ minor spaces, approach/ entry, and transition/ threshold. Following the analysis, they create digital models to explore the spaces formed by their archetypes. Before committing to a physical study model, they look at the transitions between spaces by creating a sequence using the digital model and producing a series of shots through the digital model to show the flow of spaces. The use of computer through the process accelerates the options available to explore a sequence of elements, while simultaneously giving them a window to look into the spaces they have created. This hybridized approach of precedent analysis, digital modeling, and physical modeling was uniquely suited to the studio problem.
In the afternoon, after having lunch, John goes into his studio class; in which the other three members of his team are waiting. The four students take their laptops and leave for the site on which they are designing a housing project for low-income families. Once at the site they take pictures, using a digital camera, from different angles of the site. These pictures will be converted into image files to be used in the presentation of their solution to the housing problem when they create a 3D model of the buildings they are designing. While at the site they realize that they need some information about the location of different spaces given in the program. Using one of their laptop computers and a modem connected to a cellular phone in their car they send a message to their professor back in studio. The professor gets the message through E-mail and sends the information that they need to complete their site analysis. After returning to the studio and connecting their laptops to the internet, each of the members of the team access image libraries from other universities in France, Denmark, Mexico, and Germany to find projects similar to the one they are designing. With the research done, they can analyze the projects for conceptual ideas to help develop their own. That evening in his dorm, John logs into the campus network checks his electronic mail; he does a literature search and places a hold on a book that he needs for his environmental analysis class. Since he still has some doubts about some concepts discussed in his morning lecture, he sends them to his structure professor through E-mail.

antecedents: the pre-computer years

The Design Fundamentals course has for years had the overarching goal of bringing beginning students into the cycle of learning-from-doing in a way that meshes at first with learning processes that they have already mastered in secondary school; and then eventually allows a transition to less familiar ways of knowing.

The initial projects of the semester familiarize students with the vocabulary basic to all design fields. Then two sequential projects introduce students to ways of analyzing and understanding design work done by others. These exercises, which depend upon the vocabulary introduced in early projects, are meant to provide models for the students’ own design processes and attempts at self-criticism. “Analysis of Precedent” requires the study of the work of a renowned architect, and the organization of a coherent visual analysis. To quote from one of the required texts for this problem:

“The intentions are to assist the understanding of architectural history, to examine the basic similarities and differences of architects’ designs over time, to identify generic solutions to design problems which transcend style, and to develop analysis as a tool for design. Of importance is the development of a vehicle for the discussion of design ideas through the use of example (Clark and Pause, 1996).

Each student chooses a building from a list provided by the instructor and works through the available drawings and photographs to form a set of diagrams that describe the place in terms of the design principles with which they are already familiar, as well as in terms of organizational, structural, and conceptual issues. They learn to communicate the important ideas and salient features of a building. They learn to look at the integral components of a building as well as at the building as a whole. The learning-by-doing exercise of preparing the diagrams from raw materials causes the analysis process to register with students in a way that can have permanent implications on their own design processes. The analysis skill of generalizing from a specific example allows them to later develop specific original ideas from a general diagram. They also learn a design strategy of decomposing a complex problem into smaller problems, solving the small problems, and recomposing the small solutions into an overall resolution.

“A Spatial Sequence” asks students to extend their understanding of one building to encompass the entire body of the chosen architect’s work. Before the integration of the computer into the Design Fundamentals studio, students were required to construct three-dimensional study models of spatial events typified by the architect’s work and present them with an annotated catalogue of the actual built examples. After this typology study was completed, students assembled a spatial sequence in the manner of the designer they had studied. The
emphasis was on the awareness and understanding of the ways in which various architects choreographed human movement through space. Students searched an architect's work for examples of major/minor space relationships, approach/entry spaces, and transition/threshold spaces. Through drawing and model building, these spatial events were documented and catalogued, thus bringing them into the students' own working vocabularies for consideration during their own design efforts.

The formal issues of axis, circulation, spatial hierarchy, and spatial organization illustrated two-dimensionally in "Analysis of Precedent" along with the examples of sequences of space were brought to three-dimensional life as students physically interpret and construct the study models. The models were then be used to mock up various "new" spatial sequences as students composed in the manner of the master they had studied. The creative exercise that culminates "A Spatial Sequence" made the link between the learning and the doing, by asking students to use what they had absorbed in an original way.

When "A Spatial Sequence" was accomplished by handcraft alone, the students gained experience in building study models and sketching perspectival space from plans, sections, and their imaginations. Despite the value of learning to commit one's imagination to paper, there were many frustrations involved in this process. The first efforts at perspective drawings yielded distorted views of spaces with inaccurate proportions and barren context. Very often the limited time for the project did not allow for careful reworking of perspective drawings until the space portrayed finally resembled the design intentions. Missing from the students' repertoire of skills was a way to swiftly "look" at the spaces they created in order to revise the sequence as part of the design investigation. Usually their first attempt at designing a spatial sequence was the version they turned in for review. Another frustration was the inability to change scale as they worked in study model form. Once committed to a certain scale, all the models had to cleave to that decision, or the sequence appeared to be some assemblage of spaces that grew and shrank like Alice in "Through the Looking Glass". These limitations have been part of the learning process for ages, and are, arguably, necessary steps in the
cycle of learning-from-doing.

antecedents: the computer years

In the spring of 1995 the College of Architecture was given approval from the Board of Regents to require incoming professional phase students to bring their own computer. In the fall of the same year three of our faculty were awarded a $150,000 grant to support the connectivity and peripherals needed for students to work in the studios with their own computers. This approval, along with the grant, has generated a series of challenges no one envisioned at the time.

One of the first challenges was to decide what software would be employed in the computer class as well as in the design studio for the first group of students arriving at our doors with a $2,400 tool (that some of them had never used). Negotiations with different companies resulted in exceptionally low prices on software packages for students to draw and model their design ideas.

At this point in time we had not considered the studio assignments and the computer support. We designed the studio projects to comply with the goals of the semester and the students were supposed to use their new tools to produce what traditionally had been produced in studio. The results were not very accomplished due to the fact that several of the students had never used the computer software we selected for them. The learning curve and application of the software packages to the design problems were quite long versus using the traditional methods of communicating design ideas. It was at the same time very frustrating for the students to get feedback from faculty, who did not understand the use of computers in studio and did not yet feel the impetus to learn new ways of communication.

By the summer of 1996, the Design Fundamentals team assembled to teach the first semester studio for the incoming professional phase students. The team worked very hard creating a series of design problems in coordination with one of the members who taught the computer class parallel to studio during that semester. At this point, having the computer instructor as part of the team in the design studio was crucial. The results were very
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promising, but the students were still having problems learning the software. The sophistication and strength of the software learned in the computer class made it hard for the students to apply it right away to their design problems. Students knew they could accomplish some of the tasks required in studio, but it was hard to figure out how.

After evaluating the fall semester studio and making some decisions for the following fall, the faculty evaluated different software packages accessible to students in cost and with the desired tools to support the assignments designed for the fall semester design studio. Deciding the assignments far in advance and coordinating with the computer class instructor has become an essential part of the working formula. Another piece of the puzzle, which has become very important, is the scheduling of the introduction of the software packages in the computer class ahead of the assignment that will use the application in the design studio.

To understand how the process has worked, the following case study will introduce the different steps for one of the studio assignments.

case study

As with the previous incarnation of this exercise, the pedagogical goals for this project were to broaden the students' knowledge of the work of a well-known architect and use this knowledge to understand spatial typologies. Once again, they were asked to revisit the work of the architect they had studied in the Analysis of Precedent exercise. They searched for concrete examples of such abstract spatial events as "transition," threshold," "approach," "entry," and "major/minor space relationships". Diagrams were produced to translate the concrete examples found in the architects' work to simplified drawings that described the essence of each spatial event (Figures 1-3). From the abstracted diagrams, students then produced small study models of each spatial archetype, and compared them with the spatial devices used by all other architects studied (Figures 4-6).

About one month before this exercise began, students were introduced to the fundamentals of Form-Z three-dimensional modeling software, and
had built up some expertise through practice exercises in the companion computer class. A week before this exercise began; they were introduced to a method for manipulating the cone of vision in a perspective view of three-dimensional models. This enabled them to build digital three-dimensional models that resembled their physical study models and link them together. Using this method, the students created a series of shots from different points of view within the digital model they created for their Design Studio assignment to study the sequence of spaces (Figures 7-9). The process of linking the spatial events was guided by the directive to begin with an entry/approach event, continued with a transition/threshold event, and used a major space as the culmination.

Through this exercise, the students began to make decisions about the assembly of spatial archetypes into a coherent and meaningful sequence (Figure 10). As with the physical models, the digital models allowed them to try and test their ideas rapidly by interchanging the order of the pieces. But the digital models had the advantage of being able to be replicated, changed in scale, and rendered to suggest materials and light qualities that were in the mind’s eye. This accelerated the exploration process and enhanced the creativity brought to the project, as the students became enamored of their own work.

The excitement that grew within the studio/computer lab collaboration caused these students to work longer and harder on this exercise than previous groups had. The tangibility of the spatial sequences that were brought to life with the three-dimensional modeling led to further development of ideas about light, materials and lived experience (Figure 11). The requirement of building a linked set of views for the computer class assignment also drove the necessity for new computer skills and cemented their development. When the digital images were printed out and used as components of the physical presentation for the studio review, the level of the graphic presentation was observed to be much higher than with previous student groups. Therefore, the studio assignment and computer lab assignment worked simultaneously to build new skill sets and new design process ideas. The mutual benefit of the collaboration...
was obvious to the faculty studio team (Figures 12-13).

conclusion

It has become very evident that to bring computer skills into the design process of studio, the faculty generating these studio assignments must understand from the beginning how the computer and software application will interact with the assignment. The goals of the assignment will establish the use of computers to enhance the traditional methods of solving problems in the studio environment. For the case study illustrated here, traditional problem solving methods included: learning to communicate the important ideas and salient features of a building, learning to look at the integral components of a building as well as at the building as a whole, documenting and cataloguing spatial events, gaining experience in building study models and sketching perspectival space from plans, sections, and their imaginations. Computer enhanced problem solving methods included: manipulating the cone of vision in a perspective view of three-dimensional models (thus enabling them to build digital three-dimensional models that resembled their physical study models and link them together), visualizing the virtual space and moving through it, maintaining a consistent eye-level as they moved through the virtual model, and making the intellectual translation from a virtual model to a physical presentation model at an architectural scale.

The coordination with a support course, if any, has to be established in a timely manner. The benefits of the collaboration have to be for both classes; one supporting the other and utilizing the same base material. It is also useful, although not imperative, to have the same faculty involved in the studio as in the computer course. The continuity of thought, the confluence of goals, and the creation of challenging projects are best achieved with faculty who can participate in the realms of both the studio and the computer lab.
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